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iAbstract
A honeycomb network of graphene consisting of sp2 C atoms endows it with remarkable
physical properties, such as high mechanical strength, high thermal conductivity, and
high carrier mobility. On the other hand, because of its planar sheet structure, these
properties are sensitive to external perturbations, such as adsorption of foreign materi-
als, atomic defects, and external fields. In particular, the electronic properties near the
Fermi level are fragile. The fact implies that such perturbations further extend the sci-
ence and technology associated with graphene. Indeed, graphene has no longer possess
linear dispersion bands at the Fermi level in some cases, when it forms hybrid struc-
tures with insulating substrates, atoms, or molecules. Moreover, the external fields also
modulate the electronic structures: the magnetic field causes the Landau level by quan-
tizing the energy band, and the electric field opens the band gap in bilayer graphene.
Although much e↵ort has been devoted to elucidate the e↵ect of such perturbations
on the electronic properties of graphene and its hybrids, the knowledge is restricted to
systems containing single disturbance. On the other hand, in practical situations of ex-
periments and applications, graphene basically forms the hybrid structures with two or
more external disturbances. Here, we casted a spotlight on graphene adsorbing foreign
materials such as metal nanoparticles and molecules under the electric field. We also
studied the electronic properties of N-doped graphene with various conformations under
the external electric field. To get the electronic properties of graphene hybrids under
the field, we used the density functional theory combined with the e↵ective screening
medium method. These studies may add the fundamental knowledge about the elec-
tronic properties of graphene forming hybrid structures with foreign materials under the
electric field, which certainly advances science and technology of graphene and graphene
based hybrids.
Our calculations show that carrier accumulation in graphene adsorbing Al nanoparticles
strongly depends on the carrier species and the relative arrangement of charged impu-
rities with respect to the electrode. In the case of Al nanoparticles sandwiched between
graphene and the electrode, the nanoparticles prevent the carrier injection in graphene,
whereas the carriers are injected into graphene when the nanoparticles are located op-
posite side of graphene to the electrode. We also found that the equilibrium spacing
between Al nanoparticles and graphene depends on their arrangement to the electrode
and carrier species. Al nanoparticles are not bound to graphene under the high carrier
concentrations, when Al particles are sandwiched between graphene and electrode. In
contrast, the spacing monotonically decreases with increasing the hole concentration
when the nanoparticles are situated on the opposite side of graphene to the electrode.
We further studied the energetics and geometries of CO and CO2 molecules adsorbed on
graphene with regard to carrier density and species injected under the external electric
field for providing guiding principle to tune and control the binding properties of these
molecules to graphene using the electric field. Our calculations show that the energetics
ii
and stable binding structures of CO and CO2 adsorbed on graphene are sensitive to
the carrier density and species injected by the counter gate electrode. The carriers can
control the binding energy and stable conformations of these molecules on graphene by
tuning the carrier density and species.
Because N-doped graphene is one of representative graphene-based hybrids exhibiting
interesting variation in their electronic structures, we focus on the field e↵ect on the
electronic properties of N-doped graphene by conducting first-principle total-energy cal-
culations. Our calculations show that the electronic states near the Fermi level are
sensitive to carrier injection by the external electric field. The electronic state associ-
ated with the saturated dangling bond of N shift upward and downward upon electron
and hole injections, respectively, following the Fermi level shift caused by the carrier
injection in N-doped graphene. In contrast, the electronic states associated with non-
bonding ⇡ states almost retain their energy upon carrier injection by the external electric
field. The results indicate that the band-filling of the nonbonding ⇡ states of N-doped
graphene is controllable by adjusting the external electric field.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Graphite is a representative carbon allotrope possessing a layered structure in which
C sheets of hexagonal covalent networks are stacked each other via weak interlayer in-
teraction [Fig. 1.1]. According to the weak interlayer interaction, graphite has a lot
of polymorphs with regard to their interlayer stacking arrangements, such as the ABA
stacking (Bernal stacking), ABC stacking (Rhombohedral stacking), and turbostratic
stacking [1, 2]. Low energy electronic structures of these graphite polymorphs depend
on these stacking di↵erence, despite the weak interlayer interaction [3]. The weak in-
terlayer interaction allows us to peel o↵ the single layer of hexagonal C network from
bulk graphite [4]. An exfoliated single layer is now known to be graphene as an ultimate
version of two-dimensional materials because of its one atom thickness. The unit cell
of graphene, with a lattice constant of 0.246 nm or bond length of 0.142 nm, contains
two independent C atomic sites each of which forms triangular lattice and is connected
via strong covalent bonds with its three adjacent sites by   states of C atom with sp2
hybridization. The honeycomb covalent network arising from tightly bound   electrons
endows graphene with remarkable mechanical properties [5–8]: graphene has high break-
ing strength of 42 N/m and thermal conductivity over 1000 W/mK at room temperature.
In addition to the mechanical properties arising from   electrons, ⇡ (pz) electrons, which
are distributed normal to the sheet and itinerate throughout the hexagonal network, lead
to peculiar electronic structure near the Fermi level [9–11]: graphene has a pair of linear
dispersion bands at six corners of the hexagonal Brillouin zone, leading to the semi-
conducting electronic structure with vanishing electron density at the Fermi level. The
electron near the corners in graphene behaves as a massless Dirac fermion. Therefore,
carriers on graphene are expected to exhibit high mobility over 200,000 cm2/Vs at low
temperature [12, 13] and unusual quantum Hall e↵ects [14, 15]. Therefore, graphene is
now keeping a premier position in the field of nanoscale sciences and technologies.
Owing to the unusual geometric and electronic properties, graphene is also regarded as
a starting material for designing various derivatives by forming hybrid structures with
foreign materials and external environments. Boundary conditions, such as open and
periodic boundary conditions resulting in graphene nanoribbons and carbon nanotubes,
respectively, make these graphene derivatives semiconductors, metals, or ferromagnets
depending on the resultant network topologies [16–20]. Furthermore, the electronic
1
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Figure 1.1: (a) A structure of graphite. Each of layers consists of hexagonal C
networks. (b) A single layer peels o↵ from graphite with hexagonal C network, which
is so-called Graphene. (c) Band structure of graphene. The energy is measured from
the vacuum energy.
Figure 1.2: Hybrid structures of graphene: (a) graphene adsorbing impurities, (b)
atom-doped graphene, (c) bilayer graphene, and (d) graphene adsorbed on insulating
substrate.
properties of graphene are sensitive to the external environment [Fig. 1.2]. Atoms and
molecules could be adsorbed on graphene surfaces because all atomic sites of graphene
are exposed to the environment. Molecular and atomic adsorbates substantially a↵ect
physical and chemical properties of graphene [21, 22]. Chemisorption of atoms and
molecules causes nonbonding ⇡ states at the Fermi level because of the sub-lattice im-
balance in the bipartite network of graphene. Indeed, fluorination and oxidization have
been achieved, and these complexes exhibit di↵erent nature in their electronic structure
[Fig. 1.3] [23–27]. Furthermore, depending on the mutual arrangements of the adjacent
adsorbates, graphene is not zero-gap semiconductor but the finite gap semiconductor
of which band gap is inversely proportional to the density of the adsorbates [28] and
depends on their arrangement [29]. In addition to the modulation of the intrinsic elec-
tronic structure of graphene, adsorbates also cause further modulation of the electronic
properties of graphene in some cases. Owing to the electrostatic potential modulation
by the adsorbed molecules, the Fermi level of graphene adsorbing molecules is slightly
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Figure 1.3: (a) The geometric structure of C24F. Shaded circles denote fluorine atoms
adsorbed on carbon atoms. (b) Band structure of the C24F compound. The energy is
measured from the Fermi energy [23].
shifted depending on the molecular species and conformations, and the low energy spec-
tra of graphene is found to strongly depend on the molecular conformation, even though
they are adsorbed on graphene via weak interaction [Fig. 1.4] [30–32]. Furthermore,
molecules or atoms can donate electron into or accept electron from graphene, leading
to the substantial shift of the Fermi level. Indeed, it is confirmed that the Hall resistance
as a function of the gate voltage depends on the adsorbate concentrations [33]. Although
C atoms in graphene are tightly bound each other via strong   covalent bonds, vacan-
cies, which are regarded as the negative atoms or clusters, are implanted into graphene
network, forming interesting complexes possessing unusual electronic structures. As the
case of graphene chemically adsorbing atoms, the defective graphene or porous graphene
have unusual electronic structures which are absent in the pristine graphene, depending
on the network topology of the graphitic region and on the arrangement of the pores
or defects [34]. The porous graphene occasionally possesses peculiar electronic energy
bands at or near the Fermi level, which consist of the Dirac cone and flat band through
the Brillouin zone, allowing these complex constituent materials of the magnetic and
spintronic devices [35, 36]. In addition to the pristine defective and porous graphene,
the edge C atomic sites around the defects are substituted by N atoms, leading to the N-
doped graphene which possesses the catalytic activity [37, 38]. The electronic structures
of N-doped graphene are sensitive to the defect structure, such as graphitic, pyridinic,
and pyrrolic structures [39]. The fact implies that the energetics to form hybrids with
atoms or molecules also depends on the defect species and conformations. For instance,
the pyridinic defect provides the largest adsorption energy for H atoms among possible
N-doped graphene [40].
An electronic field is another important factor to modulate the electronic structure of
graphene. Bilayer graphene is known to be a semiconductor with finite band gap in
the presence of an external electric field normal to the plane [41–46]. In this case, the
electrostatic potential di↵erence between two layers shifts the linear bands upward/-
downward and these bands repel each other owing to the symmetry requirement. The
gap obtained by the density functional theory (DFT) calculation gradually increases up
to 0.27 eV at the field of 0.6 V/A˚ [Fig. 1.5]. In addition to the metal-semiconductor
transition induced by low and moderate electric fields, the bilayer graphene again has
metallic character, in which the carriers totally di↵er from those of the pristine graphene,
under the electric field stronger than 1.00 V/A˚. Thus, in the case of bilayer graphene,
there are successive transitions (i.e., a metal-semiconductor-metal transition) under the
electric field [47].
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Figure 1.4: Band structures of (B) pristine graphene, (D) graphene adsorbing
molecule, and (F) graphene adsorbing rotated molecule, corresponding to the geome-
tries (A), (C), and (E), respectively [32].
As stated above, the each external disturbance, such as defects, atoms, molecules, sub-
strates, and external electric field, a↵ects the zero-gap semiconducting electronic prop-
erty of graphene. On the other hand, little is known about the electronic properties of
graphene under simultaneously two or more external disturbances, although graphene
intrinsically feels two or more external disturbances in practical situations. For instance,
graphene in electronic devices intrinsically contains impurities (adsorbates and defects)
or supporting substrates, together with the external electric field. In such cases, it is
uncertain whether the electronic structure modulation is the simple superposing of those
induced by each disturbance or not. Indeed, a bilayer graphene consisting of pristine and
defective layers has finite band gap with flat bands associated with the defects, so that
the electronic structure modulation depends on the mutual arrangement of the bilayer
graphene in terms of the electric field [48].
Therefore, in this thesis, we aim to elucidate the e↵ects of the impurities on the elec-
tronic properties of graphene under the external electric filed and investigate the change
in the stable structure of graphene adsorbing impurities under the electric field, which
provides the guiding principle to control the physical properties of graphene in its hybrid
structures. In addition, we also reveal the electronic structure of N-doped graphene and
clarify the possibility of Fermi level tuning of N-doped graphene under the carrier injec-
tion induced by the gate electrode using the DFT with the e↵ective screening medium
method.
The thesis is organized as following. In Chapter 2, we review calculation methods used
in this thesis. Chapter 3 shows the electronic and geometric structures of graphene
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Figure 1.5: Energy gap of bilayer graphene as a function of the external electric
field [47]. Energy measures from the Fermi level energy.
adsorbing metallic nanoparticles under the external electric field with the field-e↵ect
transistor structure. Chapter 4 demonstrates the electronic and geometric structures of
CO and CO2 molecules adsorbed on graphene under the external electric field. Chap-
ter 5 shows the electronic properties of N-doped graphene with graphitic, pyrrolic, and
pyridinic structures in terms of the field-e↵ect carrier injection. Finally, we conclude the
thesis in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Calculation Methods
In this Chapter, we present the calculation methods used in this thesis. All calculations
are conducted using the density functional theory (DFT), which is one of the representa-
tive approaches to get geometric and electronic structures of matters without the aid of
any empirical parameters. For practical application of DFT, we use the local density ap-
proximation and generalized gradient approximation for describing exchange-correlation
potential. We adopted ultrasoft pseudopotentials for describing the electron-ion inter-
action to reduce the calculation cost. We use the e↵ective screening medium method to
calculate the materials under the particular electrostatic boundary conditions using the
DFT with plane-wave basis set.
2.1 Density Functional Theory
The DFT is an e↵ective approach to calculate the electronic structures of many-body
electron systems. The DFT has been developed by Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham [49–
53]. Hohenberg and Kohn have provided that the total energy is a unique functional of
electron density. Kohn and Sham have shown how to replace the many-electron problem
by an equivalent one-electron problem, in which each electron is moving in an e↵ective
potential. In the following subsection, we describe the DFT formalism.
2.1.1 Density Variational Principle
A Hamiltonian Hˆ of the N-electron system in Hartree atomic unit is written as
Hˆ = Tˆ + Vˆee + Vˆext
=  1
2
NX
i=1
r2i +
1
2
NX
j 6= i=1
1
|ri   rj | +
NX
i=1
Vext(ri) (2.1)
where Tˆ , Vˆee, and Vˆext are the kinetic energy, the electron-electron interaction, and the
external potential, respectively.
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Hohenberg and Kohn provided the way to calculate the total energy of the N-electron
system using the electron density, instead of treating N-body wave functions. In the
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, it is stated that the ground state electron density is uniquely
determined by the external potential. Additionally, the global minimum value of a
total energy functional in terms of the electron density corresponds to the exact ground
state energy of the system, and the electron density minimizing the functional is the
exact ground state density. The proof of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems is described in
Appendix A. The total energy can be written as
E[⇢] = h | Tˆ + Vˆee + Vˆext |  i
= T [⇢] + Vee[⇢] +
Z
dr⇢(r)Vext(r)
⌘ F [⇢] +
Z
dr⇢(r)Vext(r) (2.2)
where  is the wave function of the system and ⇢(r) is the electron density defined as
expectation of the electron density operator ⇢ˆ(r) ⌘PNi=1  (r  ri):
⇢(r) = h | ⇢ˆ(r) |  i
=
NX
i=1
Z
d⇠1d⇠2...d⇠i 1d id⇠i+1...d⇠N | (⇠1, ⇠2, ..., ⇠i 1, ⇠i, ⇠i+1, ..., ⇠N )|2 (2.3)
where the coordinate ⇠i = (ri, i) includes orbital and spin coordinate. The functional
F [⇢] is universal for all electron system with the density ⇢(r) because the term does
not contain the external potential. When the F [⇢] was determined, we obtain the exact
ground state energy and density by minimizing the total energy E[⇢] with respect to
variations in the electron density as follows:
 
n
E[⇢]  µ
hZ
dr⇢(r) N
io
= 0
!  E[⇢]
 ⇢(r)
  µ
Z
dr0
 ⇢(r0)
 ⇢(r)
= 0
 F [⇢]
 ⇢(r)
+ Vext(r)  µ = 0 (2.4)
where µ is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the total electron number corresponding
with the chemical potential.
2.1.2 Kohn-Sham Equation
Hohenberg and Kohn showed that the ground state energy of many-body systems can
be described by the electron density as a basic variable. For the practical application of
the theorem, it is mandatory to derive a self-consistent equation to provide the ground
state electron density. Kohn and Sham provided a set of self-consistent one-electron
equation [50]. They assumed that the ground state density of the interacting electron
system is replaced by the one of an auxiliary system of independent electrons. The
density of the auxiliary system is written by using the one-electron states   i (r) for each
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spin variable  
⇢(r) =
X
 
⇢ (r) =
X
 
N X
i=1
|  i (r)|2. (2.5)
Additionally, the kinetic energy of the auxiliary system is written as
Ts =  1
2
X
 
N X
i=1
h  i | r2 |   i i =
1
2
X
 
N X
i=1
Z
dr |r  i (r)|2 (2.6)
and the classical Coulomb’s interaction energy is defined as
VH[⇢] =
1
2
Z
drdr0
⇢(r)⇢(r0)
|r  r0| . (2.7)
Thus, by the above definitions, the ground state energy functional Eq. (2.2) can be
rewritten as
E[{⇢ }] = Ts[{⇢ }] + VH[⇢] + Exc[{⇢ }] +
Z
dr⇢(r)Vext(r) (2.8)
where all many-body e↵ects are incorporated into exchange-correlation energy Exc:
Exc[{⇢ }] ⌘ T [{⇢ }]  Ts[{⇢ }] + Vee[{⇢ }]  VH[⇢]
= F [{⇢ }]  Ts[{⇢ }]  VH[⇢]. (2.9)
Exc is the functional of non-classical term of Vee and the di↵erence between T and Ts
which is associated with the many-body e↵ects in the kinetic energy.
To get the ground state energy, the energy functional E is minimized by taking the
functional derivative with respect to the one-electron states under the normalization
condition h  i |   i i = 1,
0 =
 
   ⇤i (r)

E  
X
j, 0
" 
0
j
⇣Z
dr0   
0⇤
j (r
0)  
0
j (r
0)  1
⌘ 
=
 Ts
   ⇤i (r)
+

 VH
 ⇢ (r)
+
 Exc
 ⇢ (r)
+
Z
dr0 3(r0   r)Vext(r0)
 
 ⇢ (r)
   ⇤i (r)
  " i   i (r)
=
✓
 1
2
r2 +
Z
dr0
⇢(r0)
|r  r0| +
 Exc
 ⇢ (r)
+ Vext(r)  " i
◆
  i (r). (2.10)
The derivative brings the one-body Schro¨dinger-like equation,
Hˆ   i (r) = "
 
i  
 
i (r) (2.11)
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(                )
Construct initial charge density inρ
Calculate effective potential        from inρKS
Solve Kohn-Sham equation
i
1
2∇
2+ KS = εi i
Construct new charge density inρ = i i
2
Self-consistent
inρ = outρ ?
Output quantities
Energy, force, ...
Yes
Construct new inρ
No
Figure 2.1: Flow diagram to solve the Kohn-Sham equations.
where " i is an energy eigenvalue of each state  
 
i (r) and Hˆ
  is a e↵ective hamiltonian
Hˆ  =  1
2
r2 +
Z
dr0
⇢(r0)
|r  r0| +
 Exc
 ⇢ (r)
+ Vext(r)
⌘  1
2
r2 +
Z
dr0
⇢(r0)
|r  r0| + V
 
xc(r) + Vext(r)
⌘  1
2
r2 + V  KS(r) (2.12)
where V  xc(r) is a exchange-correlation potential and V
 
KS(r) is a Kohn-Sham potential.
The Kohn-Sham equation Eq. (2.11) is the non linear equation for independent parti-
cles moving in the e↵ective potential V  KS(r), because V
 
KS(r) is the functional of ⇢(r)
which is obtained by solving the equation itself. The equation is independent of any
approximation to the exchange-correlation energy Exc. Thus, the exact ground state
energy and density in the many-body system are determined by solving the Kohn-Sham
equation with the exact Exc. A procedure for solving the Kohn-Sham equation is shown
in Fig. 2.1. We solve the Kohn-Sham equation iteratively until the input ⇢in(r) accords
with the updated ⇢out(r).
2.2 Exchange-correlation Energy Functional
To solve the Kohn-Sham equation of atoms, molecules, and solids, we have to introduce
an explicit form of the exchange-correlation energy Exc. In this section, representative
approximations for Exc are introduced.
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2.2.1 Local Density Approximation
The local density approximation (LDA) is the simplest form of the exchange-correlation
energy which is constructed by assuming that the exchange-correlation energy per elec-
tron at the position r is equivalent to that in a locally homogeneous electron gas with the
same density "homoxc
 
⇢(r)
 
[54, 55]. Thus, the exchange-correlation energy Exc is written
as
Exc[⇢] =
Z
dr "homoxc
 
⇢(r)
 
⇢(r)
=
Z
dr
h
"homox
 
⇢(r)
 
+"homoc
 
⇢(r)
 i
⇢(r) (2.13)
where "homox and "
homo
c are the exchange and correlation energy, respectively. Based
on results for the homogeneous electron gas, the "homox is calculated exactly: "
homo
x =
 3kF /4⇡ where kF =
 
3⇡2⇢(r)
 1/3
, whereas the "homoc is parametrized from the Quan-
tum Monte Carlo method on the homogeneous gas [55]. Although the assumption is
simple, LDA is widely used and provide accurate results for many systems. One reason
of this success is that the LDA exchange-correlation hole satisfies the charge-conservation
sum rule [56, 57]. Additionally, the detailed shape of the hole is not required because
the exchange-correlation energy depends only on a spherical average of the hole.
2.2.2 Generalized Gradient Approximation
Although LDA well reproduces the physical properties of atoms, molecules, and solids,
it is insu cient to describe the system where the electron density varies rapidly over
a small region of space because the Exc is evaluated by the homogeneous electron gas.
Indeed, LDA could not reproduce the magnetic state of metals containing d-electron.
Furthermore, LDA is also known to overestimate the interatomic interaction, leading
to the underestimation of the interatomic spacing. To overcome the shortcoming, it
is natural to take the gradient correction into account. Thus the exchange correlation
potential of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is formally expressed
Exc[⇢] =
Z
dr ⇢(r)"xc
 
⇢(r), |r⇢(r)| . (2.14)
Similar to the LDA, the Exc[⇢] for the GGA is decomposed into exchange and corre-
lation functional. For the "xc, functional forms of the Perdew-Wang (PW91) [58] and
that of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [59] are widely used. The GGA functionals
generally improve magnetic properties of transition metals and bond length of molecules
and solids.
van der Waals Interaction
GGA is not able to describe the weak dispersive interaction (van der Waals interac-
tion) because of the rapid decrease in the electron density [60]. Thus, to evaluate van
der Waals (vdW) interactions, Cooper proposed a GGA exchange functional containing
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vdW correlation [61]. In the conventional GGA, the exchange energy Ex is written as
Ex[⇢] =
Z
dr ⇢(r)"homox (⇢)Fx(s) (2.15)
where s = |r⇢|/ (2kF⇢) is a dimensionless reduced density gradient and Fx(s) is an
exchange enhancement factor which is calculated analytically [62, 63]. The second-order
density gradient expansion of the factor is
FGEAx (s) = 1 + µs
2 (2.16)
where µ = 0.0864 which is used in PW86 [64]. To incorporate vdW correction in the
formula of the vdW density functional [65, 66], the functional Fx(s) is replaced as
Fx(s) = 1 + µs
2e ↵s
2
+  
⇣
1  e ↵s2/2
⌘
(2.17)
where µ = 0.0617,   = 1.245, and ↵ = 0.0483, which are determined by matching Fx(s)
to the FGEAx (s) in the slowly varying/high-density limit and asymptotically approaching
to the upper bound of the exchange enhancement factor in revPBE [67], leading to the
reasonable exchange functional to express vdW interaction [68].
2.3 Plane-wave Basis Set
To calculate the Kohn-Sham equation, one-body wave function should be expressed in
terms of an appropriate basis set. In this thesis, the plane-wave basis set is adopted to
expand valence wave functions
 i,k(r) =
1p
⌦
X
K
Ci,k(K)e
i(k+K)·r (2.18)
where ⌦ is the volume of the unit cell and K is the reciprocal lattice vector defined
by K·l = 2⇡n for a lattice vector l of the system and an integer n. Although the
orthonormality is guaranteed by taking K summation up to infinity, it is enable to
truncate the sum up to a particular cuto↵ energy, because the coe cients Ci,k(K) with
small kinetic energy |k+K|2/2 are practically more dominant than those with large
kinetic energy. Note that the cuto↵ energy determines the computational accuracy and
cost.
The plane-wave basis set is useful for describing electron states of solids, because the
plane-waves are origin-less functions which do not depend on the positions of the nuclei.
Another advantage of the plane-wave basis set is that it can reproduce the delocalized
state of which distribution is dislodged from nuclei. By substituting the plane-wave basis
set Eq. (2.18) into the Kohn-Sham equation Eq. (2.10), we can get a secular equation
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of the coe cient Ci,k(K):
✏iCi,k(K) =
X
K0
 |k+K0|2
2
 KK0
+
1
⌦
Z
dr
✓Z
dr0
⇢(r0)
|r  r0| + Vxc(r) + Vext(r)
◆
e i(K
0 K)·r
 
Ci,k(K
0).
(2.19)
Therefore, the di↵erential equation of  i,k turns into the diagonalization of matrix con-
sisting of the kinetic energy and e↵ective potential. Note that the matrix size depends
on the cuto↵ energy. In particular, to expand the wave function associated with core
electrons, a large cuto↵ energy is required for reproducing the wave function rapidly
oscillating in the core region.
2.4 Pseudopotential
In this section, we describe the pseudopotential approach to reduce the computational
cost arising from the large cuto↵ energy of plane-wave expansion for describing the rapid
oscillation of wave functions near the nuclei. An idea of pseudopotential is that the real
potential arising from core electrons and nuclei is replaced by an adequate pseudopoten-
tial providing the same environment for valence electrons, because the most of physical
and chemical properties of matters are determined by valence electrons. In this section,
we briefly explain the norm-conserving pseudopotential (NCPP) and then we explain
ultrasoft pseudopotential (USPP) used in this thesis, which are known to be represen-
tative ab into pseudopotentials to date.
The Pseudo Potential Idea
We start with the Schro¨dinger equation of an atom with core states | ci and valence
states | vi
Hˆ| ii = Ei| ii i = c and v. (2.20)
With a smooth (nodeless) wave function for the valence state | Pv i which is pseudo wave
function, the valence state | vi is divided into the smooth part and the localized part:
| vi = | Pv i  
X
c
| cih c| Pv i. (2.21)
The pseudo wave function satisfies the following Schro¨dinger-like equation with modified
potential
Hˆ| Pv i = Ev| Pv i+
X
c
(Ec   Ev)| cih c| Pv i. (2.22)
Thus
(Tˆ + V PP)| Pv i = Ev| Pv i (2.23)
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where V PP is pseudopotential defined using the true potential V
V PP = V  
X
c
(Ec   Ev)| ci (2.24)
The second term in Eq. (2.22) corresponds with the non-local repulsive potential, making
the V PP weaker than V in the vicinity of core region, so that the | Pv i is the smooth
and nodeless function in the core region.
2.4.1 Norm-conserving Pseudopotential
Norm-conserving pseudopotential (NCPP) is a nonempirical pseudopotential relying on
ab initio calculations. To construct the norm-conserving pseudopotential, following four
conditions are required [69–72]:
1. All-electron (AE) and the valence pseudo eigenvalues must be equal each other for
the chosen core reference configuration.
2. Valence pseudo wave function must be equal to the AE wave function beyond a
chosen cuto↵ radius rc.
 NPl (r) =  
AE
l (r) if r   rc (2.25)
where  NPl (r) and  
AE
l (r) are the radial part of the pseudo and AE wave function
with angular momentum l, respectively.
These two conditions indicate that NCPP is the same as AE potential beyond rc
where is important domain for bonding.
3. The integrated charge for each wave function must be equal inside rc.Z rc
0
dr r2| NPl (r)|2 =
Z rc
0
dr r2| AEl (r)|2 (2.26)
4. The valence pseudo wave function should be a nodeless function inside rc.
In addition, the first energy derivative of the logarithmic derivatives of pseudo and AE
wave functions agrees at rc, which is required for the transferability of the pseudopoten-
tial:
@
@"0
 l(rc, "
0)
    
"0="
=
 2
[rc l(rc, ")]2
Z rc
0
dr r2 l(r, ")
2 (2.27)
where  l(r, ") = d ln
 
r l(r, ")
 
/dr. Since the  l(rc, ") determines scattering phase shift,
Eq. (2.27) also implies the pseudopotential has the same scattering property as that of
the AE potential within the first order in energy around the chosen energy. Thus, the
NCPP describes the physics associated with the valence electrons in any systems.
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Semi-local Pseudopotentials
Because the phase shifts produced by the ionic core depend on the angular momentum
state, the pseudopotential intrinsically possesses non-locality as
Vˆ =
X
lm
|lmiVl(r)hlm| (2.28)
where |lmi is the spherical harmonic and Vl(r) is the pseudopotential for angular mo-
mentum l. By separating the potential Vl into local term Vloc and non-local term  Vl,
the potential is expressed as
Vˆ = Vloc(r) +
X
lm
|lmi Vl(r)hlm| (2.29)
where Vloc is a long-range potential and behaving like  Zve2/r for large r where Zv is
the number of valence electrons, and  Vl is a short-ranged and vanishing beyond the core
radius rc, because the pseudopotential is the same as the l-independent AE potential
beyond the core radius rc.
2.4.2 Ultrasoft Pseudopotential
Although NCPP substantially decreases computational cost by introducing the smooth
nodeless pseudo wave function, for elements with strongly localized states, NCPP still
requires a large plane-wave basis set to expand the valence wave functions. The ultrasoft
pseudopotential (USPP) is softer than the NCPP without imposing the norm-conserving
condition, leading to further reducing a plane-wave basis set [73, 74].
Here we briefly explain a formalism of USPP. In some reference configurations, an AE
calculation is carried out on a free atom. Then the Schro¨dinger equation is written as✓
 1
2
r2 + V AE
◆
| AEs i = "s| AEs i (2.30)
where V AE and  AEs are the AE potential and AE wave function with the composite
index s = (nlm), respectively. For each angular momentum, a set of reference energies
"s is chosen. Next, a smooth local potential Vloc(r) and pseudo wave functions  Ps (r)
are created which correspond with real them outside rlocc and rc, respectively.
Vloc(r) = V
AE(r) (r   rlocc ) (2.31)
 Ps (r) =  
AE
s (r) (r   rc) (2.32)
Then, new orbitals are defined as
| si ⌘

"s  
✓
 1
2
r2 + Vloc
◆ 
| Ps i (2.33)
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which vanishes at and beyond radius R, where Vloc = V AE and  Ps =  
AE
s . An auxiliary
matrix of inner products is defined as
Bs,s0 ⌘ h Ps |  s0i. (2.34)
The set of projectors, | si, which are necessary to define the non-local part of the
potential, are formed
| si ⌘
X
s0
B 1s0,s| s0i (2.35)
which is dual to | Ps i: h s |  Ps0i =  s,s0 . Then, define matrix Ds,s0
Ds,s0 = Bs,s0 + "s0Qs,s0 (2.36)
using deficit charge Qs,s0 written as
Qs,s0 =
Z R
0
dr  AEs (r)
⇤ AEs0 (r) 
Z R
0
dr  Ps (r)
⇤ Ps0(r)
⌘
Z R
0
dr  Qs,s0(r) (2.37)
where  Qs,s0 is an augmentation function which is localized in the core region. The
Ds,s0 is a Hermitian matrix, although the matrix Bs,s0 is Hermitian only if the norm is
conserved (Qs,s0 = 0). With all these descriptions, it is straightforward to verify that
the  Ps obeys the secular equation:✓
 1
2
r2 + Vloc +  Vˆ USNL
◆
| Ps i = "sSˆ | Ps i (2.38)
where an overlap matrix Sˆ is defined as
Sˆ ⌘ 1ˆ+
X
s,s0
Qs,s0 | sih s0 | (2.39)
which gives the S-orthonormality of  Pi : h Pi |Sˆ| Pj i =  i,j , and  Vˆ USNL is a non-local
potential that operates on the  Ps expressed as
 Vˆ USNL ⌘
X
s,s0
| siDs,s0h s0 |. (2.40)
The potential Vloc and  Vˆ USNL include the interaction among the valence electron states.
We therefore subtract the Hartree potential V PPH and exchange-correlation potential V
PP
xc
calculated only for the valence pseudo wave function, leading to the bare ion pseudopo-
tential which is transferable to di↵erent environment.
Vloc,ion(r) ⌘ Vloc(r) 
⇥
V PPH (r) + V
PP
xc (r)
⇤
(2.41)
D(0)s,s0 ⌘ Ds,s0  
Z
dr Vloc(r) Qs,s0(r) (2.42)
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Then, we finally obtain the USPP as
V USion (r) = Vloc,ion(r) +
X
s,s0
| siD(0)s,s0h s0 |. (2.43)
In this formalism, we introduce the deficit charge Qs,s0 and the overlap matrix Sˆ to
maintain the desired accuracy without the norm-conserving condition. By using Qs,s0 ,
the valence electron density ⇢v(r) is defined to be
⇢v(r) =
X
i
| Pi (r)|2 +
X
i
X
s,s0
h Pi |  Ps i Qs,s0(r)h Ps0 |  Pi i (2.44)
where the valence electron density has a smooth part and a sharp part, and the inte-
gral of the density gives the correct number of valence electrons. Note that the USPP
expresses the same phase shift as that of the real potential. Thus, by increasing the
number of the reference energy, the scattering property of the USPP coincides with the
AE one in a wide energy range.
2.5 E↵ective Screening Medium Method
In this section, we explain the e↵ective screening medium (ESM) method, which allows to
calculate the surfaces, slabs, and molecules under particular boundary conditions along
one of three bases within the framework of the DFT using plane-wave basis set (DFT-
PW). Let us consider an isolated slab with electrostatic polarity normal to its surface. In
the DFT-PW scheme, we usually take a large cell parameter normal to the slab to exclude
unphysical interaction with the periodic images. However, unfortunately, a dipole-dipole
interaction with the image cells could not omit, even though we consider very large cell
parameter, because the classical electrostatic interaction is a long-range interaction. The
ESM method [75, 76] could overcome the di culty by considering the ESM which is the
semi-infinite continuous media characterized by only relative permittivity ✏(r) at two cell
boundaries [Fig. 2.2]. In this isolated slab geometry, the Poisson’s equation is solved
in the whole space under various boundary conditions normal to the slab surface with
the aid of the Green’s function technique, while the Kohn-Sham equation is solved in
a cell with a finite length normal to the surface under the periodic boundary condition
(PBC). The models are restricted to a situation where the surface and the electrode are
electronically disconnected and the electrons are confined to the region from  zu to zu.
The separated treatment of the Poisson and the Kohn-Sham equations minimizes the
modification of the DFT-PW scheme, and gives the models the possibility of application
for various experimental situations.
Starting with the total energy as a functional of the electron density and potential
E[⇢e, V ] = T [⇢e] + Exc[⇢e] +
Z
dr

 ✏(r)
8⇡
|rV (r)|2 + (⇢e(r) + ⇢i(r))V (r)
 
(2.45)
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Figure 2.2: ESM model in which a slab model is sandwiched by semi-infinite media.
zu and ze are correspond with the cell boundary for repeated slab calculations and the
interface between the vacuum and the medium, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: ESM models with representative boundary condition, which show (a) a
slab located in vacuum and (b) a FET model.
where ⇢e(r), ⇢i(r), V (r), and ✏(r) are the electron charge density, the nuclear charge
density, the electrostatic potential, and the relative permittivity of ESM, respectively.
Furthermore, T and Exc are a kinetic and exchange-correlation energy functionals of
⇢e(r), respectively. For simplicity, an entropic term of the electrons and a classical
charge density are omitted. The Poisson’s equation is written as
r[✏(r)r]V (r) =  4⇡⇢tot(r) (2.46)
where ⇢tot is the sum of ⇢i and ⇢e. Eq. (2.46) is rewritten using Green’s function:
r[✏(r)r]G(r, r0) =  4⇡ (r  r0). (2.47)
The electrostatic potential is expressed as
V (r) =
Z
dr0G(r, r0)⇢tot(r0). (2.48)
Using the Green’s function, the total energy functional Eq. (2.45) is rewritten as
E[⇢e] = T [⇢e] + Exc[⇢e] +
1
2
Z
drdr0⇢e(r)G(r, r0)⇢e(r0)
+
Z
drdr0⇢e(r)G(r, r0)⇢i(r0) +
1
2
Z
drdr0⇢i(r)G(r, r0)⇢i(r0) (2.49)
where the third, fourth, and fifth terms represent the Hartree, electron-ion interaction,
and ion-ion interaction energies, respectively. By taking the density variation, the Kohn-
Sham equation is obtained from the total energy functional.
To solve the Green’s function of the Poisson’s equation analytically, the periodic bound-
ary condition (PBC) is imposed in x-y plane while an open boundary condition is im-
posed normal to the plane. Under the conditions, the Poisson’s equations Eq. (2.46)
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and Eq. (2.47) are rewritten by Laue representation as follows⇣
@z[✏(z)@z]  ✏(z)k2k
⌘
V (kk, z) =  4⇡⇢tot(kk, z) (2.50)⇣
@z[✏(z)@z]  ✏(z)k2k
⌘
G(kk, z, z0) =  4⇡ (z   z0) (2.51)
where kk is wave vector on x-y plane and kk is the absolute value of the kk. The
representative model dependent boundary conditions are
(a) @zV (kk, z)
  
z=±1 = 0, ✏(z) = 1 (2.52)
(b)
(
V (kk, z)
  
z=ze
= 0
@zV (kk, z)
  
z= 1 = 0,
✏(z) =
(
1 ( if z  ze )
1 ( if z   ze ). (2.53)
The first condition corresponds to the slab located in vacuum [Fig. 2.3(a)], in which the
electrostatic potential is obtained in reference to the vacuum level. Using the condition,
we can calculate the slabs with surface dipole and work function of polar surface without
considering the additional corrections. The second condition is a field-e↵ect transistor
(FET) model, in which the metal electrode is located at +ze while the vacuum is located
at the other cell boundary. We can inject carriers into the slabs under the condition [Fig.
2.3(b)]. The model-depending green function can be obtained by solving the Poisson’s
equation under each condition with the aid of a Sturm-Liouville equation.
Chapter 3
Graphene Adsorbing Alx
Nanoparticles
In this Chapter, we discuss the e↵ect of Al nanoparticles on carrier accumulation in
graphene by an external electric field. Furthermore, we also investigate geometric struc-
tures of Al nanoparticles on graphene under the electric field.
3.1 Introduction
Graphene has been keeping a premier position not only in low-dimensional sciences
but also in nanoscale technologies due to its unique structural and electronic proper-
ties [4, 10, 44, 77]. Pairs of linear dispersion bands at six corners of the Brillouin zone
cause the unusual Hall e↵ect [14, 78] and a remarkable carrier mobility [79] of 200,000
cm2/Vs, which make graphene an emerging material for high-speed switching electronic
devices [80]. In addition to its intrinsic unique electronic properties, graphene exhibits
further variation in its electronic structure by forming hybrid structures with foreign
materials and the external environment [23, 29, 81, 82]. It has been demonstrated
that graphene does not possess the zero-gap semiconducting electronic structure but
quadratic dispersion band with a finite energy gap which depends on the surface mor-
phology when graphene is adsorbed on insulating substrates [83–86], metal surfaces [87],
and defective graphene layers [48], owing to the modulation of the electrostatic poten-
tial of graphene by foreign materials. Atoms and molecules adsorbed on the graphene
also modulate the Dirac cone of graphene by covalent and van der Waals interaction
between adsorbates and graphene [88, 89]. Besides, an external electric field also a↵ects
the electronic structure of graphene and its hybrids [41, 47, 90, 91]. Therefore, for the
fundamental and applied sciences of graphene, it is mandatory to precisely control their
electronic structure by external conditions, such as the chemical modification, atom/
molecule doping, and the external electric field. In particular, the band gap engineering
and the Fermi level tuning are highly important for the fundamental study and applica-
tion of graphene, because graphene inherently possesses hybrid structures with foreign
materials. Although the carrier accumulation in pristine graphene and graphite under an
19
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Figure 3.1: Structural models of Al nanoparticles adsorbed on graphene with the
FET structure with the (a) electrode-Al-graphene and (b) electrode-graphene-Al ar-
rangements. Large and small balls denote Al and C atoms, respectively. Slabs situated
above the hybrid consisting of graphene and Al nanoparticles denote the counter elec-
trodes, which are simulated by the ESM.
external electric field has been steadily elucidated [47, 92], the microscopic mechanism
of the carrier injection into graphene under such hybrid structures is not elucidated yet.
In particular, it is uncertain whether the foreign materials prevent or assist the carrier
injection into graphene in the hybrid structures.
In this Chapter, we show the electronic and geometric structures of Al nanoparticles
adsorbed on graphene under excess electron or hole injected by a counter electrode for
providing the theoretical insight into the fundamental properties of graphene-based FET
containing metallic impurities.
3.2 Computational Parameters and Structural Models
We consider the graphene FET in which Al nanoparticles are physisorbed on the graphene
surfaces with two di↵erent adsorption arrangements with respect to the electrode [Fig.
3.1]. We consider Al4 and Al3 nanoparticles as representative impurity nanoparticles in
the graphene FET, which are adsorbed on graphene per 4⇥4 lateral periodicity in par-
allel arrangement. Al4 and Al3 nanoparticles have triangular and square conformations,
respectively, of which molecular plane is parallel to graphene, enhancing the interaction
between the nanoparticles and graphene. To investigate the geometric and electronic
structures of graphene with metal nanoparticles under electron and hole injection, we
adopted the ESM method to solve the Poisson’s equation under a boundary condition in
which a planar metal electrode with an infinite relative permittivity and a half-infinite
vacuum are situated at two-cell boundaries parallel to the graphene layer [Fig. 3.1] [75].
Electrons and holes were injected by the planar counter gate electrode situated at the
cell boundary dislodged by 6.35 A˚ from the center of graphene and Al nanoparticles.
We perform first-principles total energy calculations combined with the ESM method
within the framework of the DFT [49, 50] (STATE package [93]). To express the ex-
change correlation potential among the interacting electrons, the LDA was applied with
the Perdew–Wang functional form [58], since the LDA is known to qualitatively express
weak interactions in carbon nanomaterials [94]. We used USPP generated using the
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Figure 3.2: Electronic energy band of graphene adsorbing (a) Al4 and (b) Al3
nanoparticles together with the isosurfaces of the squared wavefunctions at K point
labelled in left panels. The red line denotes the partially filled HO state. The energies
are measured from that of the vacuum level.
Vanderbilt scheme to describe the interaction between nuclei and electrons [73]. The
valence wave functions and charge density were expanded in terms of the plane-wave
basis set with cuto↵ energies of 25 and 225 Ry, respectively. Brillouin zone integration
was performed with the  -centered 8⇥8⇥1 uniform k-mesh for self-consistent electronic
structure calculations for graphene with 4⇥4 lateral periodicity, which corresponds to
the 32⇥32⇥1 k-mesh in a primitive 1⇥1 cell of graphene, resulting in su cient conver-
gence for the geometric and electronic structures. According to the choice of the k-mesh,
the Brillouin zone integration contains the K and K’ points, allowing us to discuss the
phenomena associated with the Dirac point. All atoms were fully optimized until the
remaining force acting on each atom was less than 0.005 Ry/A˚ under a fixed lateral
lattice constant of 9.83 A˚ corresponding to the experimental value of a 4⇥4 lateral cell
of graphene.
3.3 Carrier Distribution and Electronic Properties
Figure 3.2 shows the electronic energy band of graphene adsorbing Al4 and Al3 under the
zero electric field, respectively. Three and two less dispersive bands emerge just above
the Dirac cone for Al4 and Al3, respectively, associated with the electron states of Al
nanoparticles. The wave function analysis indicates that these states possess the highest
occupied state (HO) of an isolated Al nanoparticle with bonding p states nature. Be-
cause the Fermi level is located above the Dirac cone, the electron is transferred from Al
nanoparticles to graphene. In accordance with this charge transfer, the Al nanoparticles
possess partially filled electron states at the Fermi level and act as charged impurities
for carrier injection into graphene. The partially filled flat dispersion bands cause large
density of states at the Fermi level and are expected to prevent electrons injection in
graphene by the external electric field.
Under the external electric field induced by the gate electrode, injected carriers are
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Figure 3.3: Isosurfaces of the distribution of the accumulated electrons and holes
injected by the gate electrode in graphene-Al4 hybrids in which Al4 is adsorbed (a)
above and (b) below the graphene layer with respect to the electrode. Isosurfaces of
the distribution of the accumulated electrons and holes injected by the gate electrode in
graphene-Al3 hybrids, in which Al3 is adsorbed (c) above and (d) below the graphene
layer. In each figure, the left and right panels show the isosurfaces at 0.3e and 0.5h dop-
ing, respectively. Yellow and blue isosurfaces denote the region where the electrons and
holes increase, respectively. Small and large balls denote C and Al atoms, respectively.
mainly accommodated in graphene or Al nanoparticles which are situated at the elec-
trode side [Fig. 3.3]. For the electron doping, the accumulated electrons are primarily
distributed on the Al nanoparticles when the Al nanoparticles are sandwiched between
graphene and the electrode [Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(c)]. The electrons are distributed on
the graphene layer when the graphene layer is situated on the electrode side. For the
hole injection by the electrode, in the electrode-Al-graphene arrangement, the holes are
primarily accommodate into the Al nanoparticles as well as the electron doping. In
contrast, when graphene is situated on the electrode side, the accumulated holes ex-
hibit a complex nature. The holes are distributed not only on graphene but also on
Al nanoparticles [Figs. 3.3(d) and 3.3(f)]. In addition, the electrons and holes coexist
in the spacing between graphene and Al nanoparticle. These facts indicate that the
carrier accumulation in graphene is sensitive to the relative arrangement of the metal
nanoparticles to the electrode, and metal nanoparticles situated between graphene and
electrode may prevent carrier injection into graphene by the electric field.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show the electronic energy band of graphene adsorbing Al4 and Al3,
respectively, under an external electric field that injects 0.3e and 0.5h in the hybrid
systems. The Dirac point of graphene is insensitive to hole and electron injections for
the case when metal nanoparticles are situated between the graphene and metal elec-
trode. In this case, flat dispersion bands associated with metal nanoparticles sensitively
shift downward and upward for electron and hole doping, respectively. Therefore, car-
rier injection into graphene rarely occurs. On the other hand, the Dirac point exhibits
downward and upward shifts under electron and hole doping, respectively, for the case
when metal nanoparticles are located on the opposite surface of the graphene to the
electrode, indicating that carrier injection into graphene is possible under this metal
nanoparticle arrangement. Especially, for hole doping the Dirac point approaches the
states associated with metal nanoparticles, leading to the orbital hybridization between
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Figure 3.4: Electronic energy band of graphene adsorbing Al4 nanoparticles adsorbed
[(a), (b)] above and [(c), (d)] below the graphene layer under equilibrium spacing. The
left and right panels show the energy band under 0.3e and 0.5h doping, respectively.
The energies are measured from that of the vacuum level. Squared wavefunction at K
point near the Fermi level belongs to the electronic states labeled in the band structures
on the left side of each wavefunction. The labels ↵,  ,   indicate the electronic states
associated with the Al nanoparticles near the Fermi level.  DP indicates the electronic
state of graphene at the Dirac cone.
the electronic states of graphene and Al nanoparticles. Indeed, the squared wave func-
tions near the Fermi level at the K point show hybridized nature under the hole doping
[Figs. 3.4(d) and 3.5(d)]. The orbital hybridization causes the complex carrier distribu-
tion in graphene-Al hybrids upon hole doping [Figs. 3.3(b) and 3.3(d)].
Figure 3.6 shows the eigenvalue of the Dirac point and the electronic states associated
with Al nanoparticles at the   point near the Fermi level as a function of the carrier
concentration. The Dirac point (the  DP and  DP state) is pinned approximately at an
energy of -4.6 eV for the carrier concentrations under the metal arrangement in which
metal nanoparticles are situated between graphene and an electrode, indicating that
any carriers are rarely injected into graphene by the external electric field [Figs. 3.6(a)
and 3.6(c)]. In this case, instead of the almost constant Dirac point, the electron states
associated with the metal nanoparticle substantially shift downward with an increasing
number of electrons. Injected electrons stabilize the electronic states of metal nanopar-
ticles because the flat band states of Al nanoparticles possess the bonding p state nature
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Figure 3.5: Electronic energy band of graphene adsorbing Al3 nanoparticles adsorbed
[(a), (b)] above and [(c), (d)] below the graphene layer under equilibrium spacing. The
left and right panels show the energy band under 0.3e and 0.5h doping, respectively.
The energies are measured from that of the vacuum level. Squared wavefunction at K
point near the Fermi level belongs to the electronic states labeled in the band structures
on the left side of each wavefunction. The labels ↵ and   indicate the electronic states
associated with the Al nanoparticles near the Fermi level.  DP indicates the electronic
state of graphene at the Dirac cone.
[Fig. 3.2]. In contrast, when the Al nanoparticles are adsorbed on the graphene opposite
to the electrode, the carriers are accumulated on the graphene, which causes the down-
ward or upward shift of the Dirac point upon electron or hole doping, respectively, while
the electronic states associated with the Al nanoparticles are insensitive to the electron
doping [Figs. 3.6(b) and 3.6(d)]. However, for the hole doping, the electronic states
of Al nanoparticles simultaneously shift upward following the upward shift of the Dirac
point. According to the upward shift of the electronic states of the Al nanoparticles, the
holes are injected not only in graphene but also in the Al nanoparticles. The substantial
upward shift of the electron states associated with Al nanoparticles is ascribed to the hy-
bridization of wave functions between the Al nanoparticle and graphene under the small
equilibrium spacing. It should be noted that the electric field is mostly screened by the
Al or graphene situated at the electrode side [Fig. 3.7], although Al nanoparticles and
graphene have nanometer size and atomic thickness, respectively. These facts provide
guiding principles for designing and controlling physical properties of graphene-based
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Figure 3.6: Energy values of the Dirac point and the electronic states associated
with Al nanoparticle at   point near the Fermi level as a function of carrier con-
centration with (a) electrode-Al4-graphene, (b) electrode-graphene-Al4, (c) electrode-
Al3-graphene, and (d) electrode-graphene-Al3 arrangements. The labels in each panel
correspond to the electronic states shown in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5.
FET. To control the Fermi level of the graphene FET, it is necessary to exclude charged
nanoparticles from the space between the graphene and electrode.
3.4 Energetics and Geometric Structures
To investigate the stable distance between graphene and the Al nanoparticles, we an-
alyze the total energy of the Al nanoparticles adsorbed on graphene at each carrier
concentration as a function of the spacing between them [Fig. 3.8]. The total energy,
E, is calculated as
E = EFGra/Al   E0Gra   E0Al,
where EFGra/Al, E
0
Gra, and E
0
Al are the total energies of graphene adsorbing Al nanopar-
ticles under the electric field, an isolated graphene without the external field, and an
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Figure 3.7: Contour plots of the electrostatic potential upon electron and hole injec-
tions in graphene-Al4 hybrids in which Al4 is adsorbed (a) above and (b) below the
graphene layer with respect to the electrode. Contour plots of the electrostatic potential
upon electron and hole injections in graphene-Al3 hybrids in which Al3 is adsorbed (c)
above and (d) below the graphene layer with respect to the electrode. In each figure, the
left and right panels show the contour plots under 0.3e and 0.5h doping, respectively.
Brown and pale circles denote C and Al atoms, respectively. The counter electrode is
located at the top of each panel. Red and blue denote the area corresponding to the
high and low electrostatic potentials, respectively.
isolated Al nanoparticle without the field, respectively. The energy minima under the
electron/hole doping are shallower than those under the neutral condition except for
hole doping when the Al nanoparticles are adsorbed on the surface of graphene opposite
to the electrode. This observation indicates that the carrier injection in the hybrids
comprising graphene and the Al nanoparticles basically decreases the binding energy of
the Al nanoparticles to graphene.
For electron doping, the energy minimum vanishes at the electron concentration of
0.5e/cell, indicating that the electron injection desorbs the Al nanoparticles from graphene.
The disappearance of the energy minimum under electron doping is ascribed to the
Coulomb’s interaction arising from the additional electrons injected by the counter elec-
trode. An attractive Coulomb’s interaction between negatively charged Al nanoparti-
cles or graphene and the positively charged counter electrode overcomes the binding
interaction between the Al nanoparticles and graphene arising from the quantum me-
chanical e↵ect.
For hole doping, the energy profile is sensitive to the arrangement of the Al nanoparticle
relative to the electrode. When the Al nanoparticles are situated on the electrode side,
the injected holes induce a strong attractive Coulomb’s interaction between the nanopar-
ticles and the negatively charged electrode, resulting in an increase in the spacing be-
tween graphene and the Al nanoparticles. On the other hand, the equilibrium spacing
monotonically decreases with increasing hole concentration when the Al nanoparticle is
located on the surface of graphene opposite to the electrode. Furthermore, the depth of
the energy minimum is approximately the same as that under the neutral condition.
As stated above, the equilibrium spacing between graphene and the Al nanoparticles
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Figure 3.8: Total energies of Al4 adsorbed on graphene with (a) electrode-Al-graphene
and (b) electrode-graphene-Al arrangements as a function of spacing between Al4 and
graphene at carrier concentrations from 0.5e to 1.0h. Total energies of Al3 adsorbed on
graphene with (c) electrode-Al-graphene and (d) electrode-graphene-Al arrangements
as a function of the spacing between Al3 and graphene at carrier concentrations from
0.5e to 1.0h. In each panel, filled squares, circles, and triangles denote the total energies
under neutral, hole-doped, and electron-doped conditions, respectively.
monotonically increases with increasing the number of electrons, irrespective of the Al
nanoparticle arrangement and size [Fig. 3.9]. Furthermore, the Al nanoparticles are
desorbed from graphene surfaces at approximately 0.5e doping with the electrode-Al-
graphene arrangement, owing to the strong attractive Coulomb’s interaction between Al
nanoparticles and the counter electrode. For the hole doping, the equilibrium spacing
depends on the relative arrangements of the Al nanoparticles with respect to the counter
gate electrode. In the case of the Al nanoparticles sandwiched between graphene and
the electrode, the equilibrium spacing has minima at the hole concentrations of 0.5h and
0.1h for Al4 and Al3, respectively. Asymmetry of the equilibrium spacing is ascribed to
the intrinsic electron transfer from Al nanoparticles to graphene under the zero electric
field. Then, the further increase in hole concentration leads to the desorption of the Al
nanoparticles at the hole concentrations of 0.9h and 0.5h for Al4 and Al3 nanoparticles,
respectively, as in the case of the Al nanoparticles under electron doping. In this case,
the accumulated holes are localized on the Al nanoparticles, causing a strong attractive
interaction with the counter electrode as in the case of electron doping. On the other
hand, the equilibrium spacing monotonically decreases with increasing the number of
holes when the Al nanoparticles are located at the surface of graphene opposite to the
electrode. The equilibrium spacing saturates at approximately 2.6 and 2.4 A˚ for Al4 and
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Figure 3.9: Equilibrium spacing between Al nanoparticles and graphene as a function
of carrier concentration for (a) Al4 and (b) Al3 nanoparticles. In each panel, the circles
and squares denote the spacing for the electrode-graphene-Al and electrode-Al-graphene
arrangements, repsectively.
Al3 nanoparticles, respectively. The small equilibrium spacing between the Al nanopar-
ticles and the graphene layer under hole doping is caused by the orbital hybridization
between them [Figs. 3.4(d) and 3.5(d)]. Therefore the hole injection in graphene hybrids
with nanoparticles or molecules may generate novel complexes in which adsorbed ma-
terials are tightly bound to graphene. Furthermore, the electric field may also promote
the chemical reactions of the nanoparticles on graphene.
3.5 Summary
We studied the electronic and geometric structures of Al nanoparticles adsorbed on
graphene under excess electron or hole injected by a counter electrode using the DFT
combined with the ESM method. Our calculations showed that the Al nanoparticles
a↵ect carrier injection in graphene with respect to their mutual arrangement to the
electrode. The electron and hole injections are prevented by the metal nanoparticles
adsorbed on the surface of graphene to the electrode, leading to the constant energy
of the Dirac point of graphene. In contrast, for the case that the Al nanoparticles are
adsorbed on the opposite surface of graphene to the electrode, the Dirac point monotoni-
cally shifts associated with carrier concentration, indicating that the metal nanoparticles
do not a↵ect the carrier injection in graphene by the electric field except hole doping.
The stable equilibrium spacing between Al nanoparticles and graphene under excess
electron/hole is also sensitive to the carrier species, the carrier concentration, and the
Al nanoparticles arrangement with respect to the electrode. The electron injection in
hybrids increases the equilibrium spacing, irrespective of the Al nanoparticles arrange-
ment relative to the electrode. In contrast, for hole injection, the equilibrium spacing
monotonically decreases with increasing the number of holes when the nanoparticles are
situated on the vacuum side, while the equilibrium spacing has a minimum under the
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hole concentration that depends on the nanoparticle size when the nanoparticle is sand-
wiched between graphene and the electrode. The present results may give theoretical
insights into a possible procedure to control the geometric structure of nanoparticles in
graphene-based FET structures.
Chapter 4
Graphene Adsorbing CO2 and
CO Molecules
In this Chapter, we show the energetics and electronic structures of CO and CO2
molecules adsorbed on graphene surfaces in the FET structure with respect to the excess
electrons/holes by the external electric field.
4.1 Introduction
Graphene is a potential material for functional devices, because of its unique structural
and electronic properties. The electronic structure of graphene is fragile against the
formation of hybrid structures with foreign materials, such as insulating substrates [83–
86], metal electrodes [87], molecular/atomic adsorbates [23, 30, 31, 33, 88, 89, 95, 96],
and structural defects [48, 97–99]. Furthermore, an external electric field can tune
the electronic structure of graphene and its hybrids [47]. In the previous Chapter, we
have explained that metal nanoparticles adsorbed on graphene with a FET structure
a↵ect the carrier injection in graphene. Despite the electronic structure of graphene
hybrids having been well studied to date, a little is known about the structural proper-
ties of graphene hybrids under external perturbations, such as the external electric field
and mechanical deformations. These studies may advance the application of graphene
in various functional devices, because adsorption phenomena depends on charge den-
sity distributions on graphene and adsorbates. Indeed, mechanical strain causes both
increases and decreases in the interaction between graphene and adsorbed C60 [100].
Furthermore, optimum adsorbed structures of metal nanoparticles on graphene strongly
depend on the carrier density injected by the gate electrode and on their mutual ar-
rangement with respect to the gate electrode associated with the interplay between the
electron states of the metal nanoparticles and the small density of states near the Fermi
level of graphene [101, 102]. On the other hand, the energetics and geometries of en-
vironmental molecules, such as COx and NOx, under the external electric field is still
unclear, even though the binding energy and the stable molecular arrangement of such
30
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Figure 4.1: Structural models of graphene FET adsorbing CO with (a) the lying
molecular conformation and the standing molecular conformation where C atom is
situated on (b) the graphene and (c) the electrode sides. Top views of the standing
molecular conformation adsorbing on (d) hollow and (e) on-top sites and those of the
lying molecular conformations adsorbed on (f) hollow and (g) on-top sites of graphene.
Red and brown balls denote O and C atoms, respectively. The blue slab above the
molecule adsorbed on graphene represents the counter metal electrodes simulated by
the ESM.
molecules on graphene are expected to depend on the carrier density and species in-
jected by the gate voltage in FET structures. By analogy with metal nanoparticles on
graphene in FET structures, this expectation would certainly further improve or tune
the molecular sensing e ciency of graphene-based functional devices.
In this Chapter, using DFT combined with the ESM method, we show the energetics
and the geometries of the CO and CO2 molecules adsorbed on graphene with regard to
carrier concentrations and species injected by gate voltage for providing guiding princi-
ple to tune and control the binding properties of these molecules to graphene using an
electric field.
4.2 Computational Parameters and Structural Models
All calculations on CO and CO2 adsorbed on graphene were performed based on the
DFT [49, 50]. For the calculation of the exchange-correlation energy amongst the inter-
acting electrons, the GGA was used with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional form
[59]. To describe the weak dispersive interaction between COx molecules and graphene,
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Figure 4.2: Structural models of graphene FET adsorbing CO2 with (a) the lying
molecular and (b) the standing molecular conformations. Top views of the standing
molecular conformation adsorbing on (c) hollow and (d) on-top sites and those of the
lying molecular conformations adsorbed on (e) hollow and (f) on-top sites of graphene.
Red and brown balls denote O and C atoms, respectively. The blue slab above the
molecule adsorbed on graphene represents the counter metal electrodes simulated by
the ESM.
we considered the vdW correction by treating vdW-DF2 with the C09 exchange-correlation
functional [61, 66, 68]. We used USPP [73]. The valence wave functions and deficit charge
density were expanded in terms of the plane-wave basis set with cuto↵ energies of 25
and 225 Ry, respectively. Brillouin zone integration was performed with the  -centered
8⇥8⇥1 uniform k-mesh for self-consistent electronic structure calculations for graphene
with a 4⇥4 lateral periodicity, which corresponds to a 32⇥32⇥1 k-mesh in a primitive
1⇥1 cell of graphene, resulting in su cient convergence in the geometric and electronic
structures of graphene and its derivatives. With this choice of the k-mesh, the Brillouin
zone integration contains the K and K’ points, enabling the phenomena associated with
the Dirac point to be analyzed. The geometric structures of CO and CO2 adsorbed
on graphene were fully optimized until the remaining force acting on each atom was
less than 0.005 Ry/A˚ without an electric field. For calculations with an electric field,
the internal atomic coordinates of CO and CO2 adsorbed on graphene are set to those
without the electric field.
The ESM method was adopted to investigate the energetics and geometries of graphene
adsorbing CO and CO2 molecules under an external electric field [75]. To inject electrons
and holes into CO and CO2 adsorbed on graphene, we considered a FET structure in
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Figure 4.3: Total energies of (a) CO and (b) CO2 adsorbed on graphene as a function
of the spacing between adsorbed molecules and graphene under various carrier concen-
trations. Circles and triangles correspond to the total energy of the C atom in the
molecules adsorbed in the hollow sites and on-top sites of graphene, respectively. In
each panel, the subscript symbols, // and ?, indicate the lying and standing molecular
conformations, respectively, to graphene. For the CO molecule, center and right panels
correspond to the standing conformations in which the C atoms are situated on the
graphene and electrode sides, respectively.
which a planar counter electrode described by the ESM with an infinite relative permit-
tivity is situated above the graphene with vacuum spacing of 6.35 and 9.00 A˚ from the
center of mass of the graphene adsorbing CO and CO2, respectively [Figs. 4.1 and 4.2].
CO and CO2 molecules are adsorbed on the electrode side of the graphene surfaces per
4⇥4 lateral periodicity with two representative molecular conformations characterized
by their orientations and positions with regard to the graphene layer.
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4.3 Energetics and Geometric Structures Under an Exter-
nal Electric Field
We investigated the total energy of CO and CO2 adsorbed on graphene with regard
to the carrier concentration ranging from 0.3e for CO and 0.2e for CO2 to 1.0h as a
function of their spacing [Fig. 4.3]. The total energy, E, is calculated using
E = EFGra/COx   E0Gra   E0COx ,
where EFGra/COx , E
0
Gra, and E
0
COx are the total energies of the graphene adsorbing COx
under an electric field, an isolated graphene without the external field, and an isolated
COx without the external field, respectively. The energy minima without the electric
field are shallow regardless of the molecular species, orientation, and mutual position,
indicating that COx is weakly bound to graphene. The calculated binding energy of
CO and CO2 are about 0.1 eV, slightly depending on the molecular species and orien-
tation, which is comparable to the binding energy of them on other two-dimensional
materials [103, 104]. For the lying molecular arrangement with regard to the graphene
layer, the adsorption property is insensitive to whether they are located in on-top or hol-
low sites of the graphene network. For a standing molecular arrangement to graphene,
the adsorption depends on the mutual orientation and position of molecules with re-
spect to the hexagonal covalent network of graphene. In contrast, by injecting carriers,
energy landscapes are substantially modulated, depending on carrier species and con-
centrations: the energy minima are deepened and the optimum spacing decreases with
increasing carrier concentration, except for the standing conformation in which the C
atom is located on the electrode side. In particular, molecules in a lying conformation
are tightly bound under the injection of carriers compared with conditions encountered
without the electric field.
Figure 4.4(a) shows the optimized equilibrium spacing between COmolecule and graphene
as a function of carrier concentrations, which is obtained from Fig. 4.3. The equilib-
rium spacing ranges from about 3.4 to 3.6 A˚ without the electric field, depending on
the mutual molecular position and orientation with respect to the graphene network.
For the lying molecular conformation, the optimum spacing is insensitive to the mutual
position of CO on graphene. In contrast, the spacing under the standing molecular con-
formation is sensitive to the mutual position of the molecule on the hexagonal network
of graphene. The optimum spacing for the molecule adsorbed on the hollow site is nar-
rower than that for the on-top atomic site. Furthermore, in the standing conformation,
the optimum spacing between CO and graphene also depends on whether the C atom is
situated at the electrode side. Among all conformations, a standing conformation at an
on-top site where the C atom is not situated at the electrode side leads to the largest
spacing between CO and graphene. In contrast, a standing conformation at a hollow site
where the C atom is situated on the electrode side leads to the smallest spacing. Under
carrier injection, the spacing monotonically decreases with increasing electron and hole
concentrations, regardless of their molecular conformations. The optimum spacing is
narrower by about 0.6 and 0.3 A˚ under the hole concentration of 1.0h and the electron
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Figure 4.4: Equilibrium spacing, d, between adsorbed molecules and graphene as
a function of carrier concentration for (a) CO and (b) CO2. Circles and triangles
correspond to a lying molecular conformation with hollow and on-top adsorption sites,
respectively. Squares and inverse triangles (rhombuses and crosses) correspond to a
standing molecular conformation with hollow and on-top adsorption sites, respectively,
in which for CO molecule the C atom is situated at the electrode side (on the graphene
side).
concentration of 0.3 e, respectively. Furthermore, the spacing exhibits an unusual fea-
ture for the standing conformation in which the C atom is situated on the electrode
side: the spacing again increases with increasing hole concentrations of 0.7h or higher
and electron concentrations of 0.2e or higher.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the optimized equilibrium spacing between CO2 molecule and
graphene as a function of carrier concentrations. With regard to the CO2 molecule,
the spacing is sensitive to the molecular conformation and mutual position with respect
to the graphene network. The smallest spacing is about 3.2 A˚ under the standing con-
formation at the hollow site whereas the largest spacing is about 3.4 A˚ under the lying
conformation at the hollow site without the electric field. Furthermore, the spacing also
monotonically decreases with increasing carrier concentration, regardless of their molec-
ular arrangements, except standing conformations under hole concentrations of 0.8h or
higher.
As stated above, carrier injection deepens the potential landscape of the molecule ad-
sorbed on graphene and decreases its equilibrium spacing. This fact implies that carrier
injection can control the binding properties of CO and CO2 molecules on graphene.
To give a quantitative discussion, we analyze the dynamical properties of the adsorbed
molecules on graphene by calculating the frequency of molecular oscillations around the
equilibrium position on graphene under the various carrier concentrations [Fig. 4.5].
The frequency monotonically increases with increasing numbers of electrons and holes,
except for CO and CO2 in the standing conformation and at high carrier concentration,
in which the C atom is situated on the electrode side for CO molecule. The frequen-
cies of CO and CO2 under the hole concentration of 0.7h are higher by about 3 and
2 times, respectively, than those under neutral conditions. Furthermore, the frequency
also strongly depends on the molecular conformation for each carrier concentration. For
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Figure 4.5: Frequency of the molecular oscillation of (a) CO and (b) CO2 molecules
around the equilibrium position on graphene as a function of carrier concentration.
Circles and triangles correspond to a lying molecular conformation with hollow and on-
top adsorption sites, respectively. Squares and inverse triangles (rhombuses and crosses)
correspond to a standing molecular conformation with hollow and on-top adsorption
sites, respectively, in which for CO molecule the C atom is situated at the electrode
side (on the graphene side).
the standing molecular conformation in which the C atom is situated on the electrode
side for the CO molecule, the frequency decreases with increasing high carrier concen-
tration; for CO adsorbed on graphene, the electron and hole concentrations are 0.2e and
0.7h or higher, respectively, and the hole concentration is 0.8h or higher in CO2 ad-
sorption to graphene, in accordance with the increasing equilibrium spacing. Therefore,
in THz spectroscopic experiments, we can detect molecular conformations and relative
positions with respect to graphene.
Figure 4.6 shows the relative total energy of the CO and CO2 molecules on graphene
with respect to their molecular orientation and position to graphene as a function of
carrier concentration. The energies are measured from that of the lying conformation
on the hollow and on-top sites for CO and CO2, respectively, which corresponds to their
ground state molecular arrangements without the electric field. Although the lying con-
formation is the most stable without the electric field, the injected carriers change their
stable molecular orientation from lying to standing. Therefore, CO or CO2 molecules
adsorbed on graphene may undergo a structural phase transition induced by the exter-
nal electric field. In that case, intermolecular interaction may also a↵ect the molecular
conformation on graphene, leading to more complex dependence of their orientation on
carrier concentration.
4.4 Carrier Distribution
Figure 4.7 shows the accumulated carrier density injected by the external field for CO
and CO2 adsorbed on graphene under the equilibrium spacing as a function of the z
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Figure 4.6: Relative total energy of (a) CO and (b) CO2 on graphene as a function of
the carrier concentration. The energies are measured from that of the lying molecular
arrangement on the hollow and on-top sites for CO and CO2, respectively, which corre-
spond to their ground state molecular arrangements without the electric field. Circles
and triangles correspond to a lying molecular conformation with hollow and on-top
adsorption sites, respectively. Squares and inverse triangles (rhombuses and crosses)
correspond to a standing molecular conformation with hollow and on-top adsorption
sites, respectively, in which for CO molecule the C atom is situated at the electrode
side (on the graphene side).
axis normal to graphene. The distribution of the accumulated carrier depends on the
carrier species, molecular species, and their orientation to graphene layer. With electron
doping, the electrons are mainly accumulated on the electrode side of the graphene sur-
face. Accordingly, holes and electrons are induced on the graphene and electrode sides
of the COx molecules, respectively. Thus, the molecules possess a dipole moment with
respect to the normal to the graphene surface. With hole doping, similar carrier accu-
mulation occurs. The hole injected into the electrode side of graphene induces electrons
and holes on graphene and electrode sides of the molecules, respectively. In this case,
a similar dipole moment is induced on the adsorbed molecules by the carrier injection.
The Coulomb’s interaction between the dipole moment induced on the molecule and the
carriers on graphene may enhance the binding energy of these molecule on graphene,
leading to the decrease in the equilibrium spacing and the increase in the frequency
under hole or electron doping. Furthermore, the distribution of the accumulated car-
riers on the molecule is sensitive to the molecular orientation. The distribution of the
carrier density on the standing molecular conformation is wider than that on the lying
one, stabilizing the standing molecular conformation under carrier injection because the
Coulomb’s interaction between COx and graphene is enhanced.
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Figure 4.7: Plane-integrated charge density of the injected carries in graphene adsorb-
ing CO with (a) the lying conformation and the standing conformations in which the
C atom is located on (b) the graphene side and (c) the electrode side. Plane-integrated
charge density of the injected carries in graphene adsorbing CO2 with (d) the lying
conformation and (e) the standing conformation. In each figure, the left and right pan-
els correspond with the charge distribution under 0.2e and 0.2h injection, respectively,
by the gate voltage. Circles, squares, and triangles denote positions of the C atoms
belonging to graphene, the C atoms belonging to COx, and the O atoms, respectively.
The counter electrode is located on the right-hand side of each figure.
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Figure 4.8: Electronic structure near the Fermi level of (a) CO and (b) CO2 adsorbed
on graphene as a function of carrier concentration. DP, Fermi level, ↵, and   indicate
the Dirac point of graphene, the Fermi level, the lowest unoccupied states of the ad-
sorbed molecule, and the highest occupied states of the adsorbed molecule, respectively.
The insets near ↵ and   indicate the wave functions corresponding to the electronic
states of ↵ and  , respectively. Circles and triangles correspond to a lying molecu-
lar conformation with hollow and on-top adsorption sites, respectively. Squares and
inverse triangles (rhombuses and crosses) correspond to a standing molecular confor-
mation with hollow and on-top adsorption sites, respectively, in which for CO molecule
the C atom is situated at the electrode side (on the graphene side).
4.5 Electronic Structures
Figure 4.8 shows the Kohn–Sham states of CO and CO2 adsorbed on graphene near the
Fermi level with respect to carrier concentration. Without the electric field, the electron
states associated with the adsorbed molecules are absent near the Fermi level, indicating
that the adsorbed molecules do not a↵ect the carrier injection into the graphene under
low carrier concentrations. The molecular adsorption to graphene induces modulations
of the energy gap between the highest occupied (HO) and the lowest unoccupied (LU)
states of CO and CO2. The gap is narrower or wider by up to 0.2 eV than that in
the isolated forms, depending on molecular species and conformations. The carriers
are primarily accommodated within the graphene sheet, leading to a monotonic shift
in the Fermi level. The Dirac point retains its energy during carrier injection because
of the ridged band nature of electron states of graphene upon the carrier injection. In
contrast, the electron states associated with adsorbed molecules vary under carrier injec-
tion: eigenvalues of the HO and the LU states of CO and CO2 molecules monotonically
shift downward with increasing electron concentration, whereas they shift upward with
increasing hole concentration. For CO adsorption, the HO state of CO in a standing
conformation in which the C atom is situated on the electrode side crosses the Fermi
level under the hole concentration of 0.7h. The threshold carrier concentration depends
on the molecular orientation. For the standing molecular conformation in which the
C atom is situated on the electrode side, the threshold carrier concentration is lower
than that for other molecular conformations because the distribution of the HO state in
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the conformation is closest to the counter electrode among the molecular conformations
studied here. Above the critical carrier concentration, the eigenstates associated with
CO are insensitive to the carrier injection because the Fermi level is pinned at the HO
state of the CO molecule. For CO2 adsorption, as for CO, the HO state of CO2 in a
standing conformation crosses the Fermi level at the lower hole concentration of 0.8h
than that in a lying conformation. Therefore, the adsorbing properties of COx molecules
on graphene exhibit further variation at high carrier concentrations.
4.6 Summary
Using DFT with the vdW correction and the ESM method, we investigated the en-
ergetics, geometries, and electronic properties of CO and CO2 molecules adsorbed on
graphene under the external electric field. Our theoretical investigations found that the
binding energies of these molecules on graphene monotonically increased with increas-
ing carrier densities, regardless of the molecular orientation and their relative position
to graphene. This fact indicates that the electric field or excess carriers control the
binding properties of molecules, thereby enhancing the molecular sensing capability of
graphene. Furthermore, detailed analyses regarding the geometric structure clarified
that the stable molecular orientation strongly depends on the carrier concentration for
both molecules: the lying conformation to graphene is the ground state under neutral
conditions, whereas the standing conformation is the ground state under either electron
or hole injection, whose critical density is sensitive to the direction of the C atom and
the relative position of these molecule on graphene.
Chapter 5
N-doped Graphene
In this Chapter, we show the electronic structure of N-doped graphene under an external
electric field to unravel the microscopic mechanisms of the field e↵ect carrier accumu-
lation in N-doped graphene in terms of the defect species, carrier species, and carrier
concentration.
5.1 Introduction
N-doped graphene is one of the representative graphene hybrids exhibiting unusual elec-
tronic properties that are applicable to electronic and catalytic devices [39, 40, 105–113].
N-doped graphene exhibits rich variation in their local atomic arrangement around N
atoms implanted substitutionally in honeycomb network of graphene, because of the dif-
ferent valence of N atoms from that of C atoms: N atoms are incorporated in graphene
retaining hexagonal network or forming defects around them [114]. Figure 5.1(a) shows
the optimized geometry of the N-doped graphene with the graphitic structure in which
the N atom is substitutionally implanted in the graphitic network retaining its hexag-
onal network. Figure 5.1(b) shows the optimized geometry of N-doped graphene with
the pyrrolic structure. For the N-doped graphene with the pyridine structure, we can
consider two di↵erent structures that contain one and multiple N atoms at the edge of a
monatomic vacancy of graphene [Figs. 5.1(c) and 5.1(d)]. It has been reported that the
electronic structure of N-doped graphene is sensitive to the local atomic arrangement
around N, leading to semiconducting properties with impurity states, which allows them
a conducting channel of the transistors. As for the catalytic applications, an experiment
showed that the N-doped graphene with pyridinic defects exhibits remarkable catalytic
activity for the oxygen reduction reaction compared with those with the other defect
species [37, 38, 115, 116]. In such devices, to tailor device properties, it is important
to precisely tune the Fermi level. The field e↵ect carrier injection is one of plausible
procedure to tune the Fermi level of matters. However, the microscopic mechanism of
the Fermi level tuning of the N-doped graphene in terms of the external electric field
is still insu cient. Thus, in this Chapter, we show the electronic structure of N-doped
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Figure 5.1: Optimized geometries of N-doped graphene with (a) graphitic, (b)
pyrrolic, (c) pyridinic (pyridinic1), and (d) multiple pyridinic (pyridinic3) structures.
The brown and purple circles denote C and N atoms, respectively.
graphene under an external electric field with respect to the arrangements of N atoms
in a graphene network, using the DFT combined with the ESM method.
5.2 Computational Parameters and Structural Models
All calculations are conducted using DFT [49, 50] with LDA [58] and USPP [73]. The va-
lence wave functions and deficit charge density were expanded in terms of the plane-wave
basis set with cuto↵ energies of 25 and 225 Ry, respectively. Brillouin-zone integration
was performed with the  -centered 4⇥4⇥1 uniform k-mesh for self-consistent electronic
structure calculations for N-doped graphene with 4⇥4 lateral periodicity, which corre-
sponds to the 16⇥16⇥1 k-mesh in a primitive 1⇥1 cell of a pristine graphene. All atoms
were fully optimized until the remaining force acting on each atom was less than 0.005
Ry/A˚ under a fixed lateral lattice constant of 9.83 A˚ corresponding to the experimental
value of a 4⇥4 lateral cell of graphene.
As for the N-doped graphene, here, we consider four representative structures shown in
Fig. 5.1 with 4⇥4 lateral periodicity. Under the lateral supercell the N and C atoms
retain their planar structure after structural optimization. To investigate the electronic
properties of N-doped graphene under electron and hole injections, we adopted the ESM
method to solve Poisson’s equation under a boundary condition in which a planar metal
electrode and half-infinite vacuum are situated at two cell boundaries parallel to the
graphene layer [75]. Electrons and holes were injected by the planar gate electrode
situated at the upper cell boundary with a vacuum spacing of 4.0 A˚ to the N-doped
graphene layer mimicking the graphene FET with a top gate electrode. The electrode
was simulated by the ESM with an infinite relative permittivity. During the calculations
under a finite electric field, the atomic structure of the N-doped graphene was fixed as
the optimized structure obtained under the zero electric field.
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Figure 5.2: Electronic structure, density of states, and isosurfaces of squared wave
function near the Fermi level of N-doped graphene with (a) graphitic, (b) pyrrolic,
(c) pyridinic1, and (d) pyridinic3 structures without the external electric field. Labels
assigned to wave function correspond to those in the electronic structure. The horizontal
dashed line denotes the Fermi level.
5.3 Electronic Structure
The electronic energy bands of N-doped graphene under a zero electric field are shown
in Fig. 5.2. N-doped graphene does not possess the Dirac cone but a finite energy gap
in their ⇡ electron states irrespective of the defect species. The electronic structures of
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Figure 5.3: Electronic structures of N-doped graphene with (a) graphitic, (b) pyrrolic,
(c) pyridinic1, and (d) pyridinic3 structures with excess carriers of 0.7e and 0.7h injected
by the counter electrode. In each figure, the left and right panels show the electronic
structures under the electron and hole doping, respectively. The red dotted lines denote
the Fermi level.
N-doped graphene near the Fermi level are sensitive to the defect species. For graphitic
N-doped graphene, the Fermi level crosses the dispersive state labeled  . This state ex-
hibits the nonbonding nature of the ⇡ states of graphene localized around the N atomic
site together with the antibonding nature of N-C bonds. This state may endow N-doped
graphene with a graphitic structure with catalytic activity by the precise tuning of the
Fermi level because of its nonbonding nature. For the remaining N-doped graphene
structures, pyrrolic and pyridinic graphenes possess two or three less dispersive bands
near the Fermi level, which intersect dispersive bands derived from graphene ⇡ states.
The less dispersive bands are associated with dangling bond states at the defects, e.g.,
the   and   states for pyrrolic graphene, the   state for pyridinic graphene (pyridinic1),
and the   state for the other pyridinic graphene (pyridinic3). In addition to the dan-
gling bond states, the nonbonding state forms a less dispersive band near the Fermi level
for pyridinic graphene, in which the state also possesses the antibonding nature at the
border between N and C atoms.
Figure 5.3 shows the electronic energy band of N-doped graphene under electron and hole
doping. The electronic band structure strongly depends on the geometric structure and
carrier species. The electronic energy band exhibits the ridged band feature under the
electron and hole doping of graphitic N-doped graphene [Fig. 5.3(a)]. In contrast, the
electronic structures of the remaining three N-doped graphene structures do not exhibit
the ridged band nature. Several less dispersive states shift upward and downward upon
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Figure 5.4: Fermi level energy and eigenvalues of the electronic states near the Fermi
level of N-doped graphene with (a) graphitic, (b) pyrrolic, (c) pyridinic1, and (d) pyri-
dinic3 structures as functions of carrier concentration. Labels correspond to those in
the electronic structures in Fig. 5.2. Crosses denote the Fermi level energy.
electron and hole doping, respectively. The two flat band states labelled   and   exhibit
upward and downward shifts caused by the electron and hole injections, respectively,
for pyrrolic N-doped graphene [Fig. 5.3(b)]: The   state is located at the band edge of
the dispersive ⇡ state by the electron doping, while the   state is located at the band
edge of the antibonding ⇡ state by the hole doping. The   and   states are sensitive to
the carrier species for the N-doped graphene with the pyridinic1 structure [Fig. 5.3(c)]
and the pyridnic3 structure [Fig. 5.3(d)], respectively. These results indicate that the
electronic energy band associated with the dangling bond states is sensitive to carrier
injection.
To investigate the carrier concentration dependence of the electronic energy band, we
investigate the Fermi level energy and the eigenvalue of the electronic states near the
Fermi level as functions of carrier concentration [Fig. 5.4]. In all cases, the Fermi level
depends on the carrier concentration: The Fermi level shifts upward with increasing
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the number of electrons injected in N-doped graphene in contrast to the graphene ad-
sorbing charged impurities, in which the Fermi level is pinned at the energy associated
with the eigenstate of the charged nanoparticles [95]. The results indicate that the gate
voltage can be used to tune the Fermi level of N-doped graphene regardless of the N
arrangements. The eigenvalue at the   point associated with the ⇡ electron states is
insensitive to the carrier concentration for all N-doped graphene structures. In contrast,
the eigenvalue at the   point associated with the dangling bond state monotonically
increases with increasing electron concentration. Therefore, the electron filling of the
nonbonding ⇡ electron states is tunable by adjusting the external electric field induced
by the gate electrode in FET structures. The filling control of these states enhances
or deteriorates the chemical reactivity of N-doped graphene under the FET structure.
The upward shift of dangling bond states upon electron injection is ascribed to the large
onsite Coulomb’s repulsive interaction under electron doping in these states. On the
other hand, nonbonding ⇡ states exhibit a relatively extended nature compared with
the dangling bond state, making the states insensitive to electron doping.
The distribution of the accumulated carriers in N-doped graphene under the external
electric field is worth investigating. Figure 5.5 shows the isosurfaces of the accumulated
carriers in the N-doped graphene with 0.7e and 0.7h under the external electric field.
Since the Fermi level crosses the dispersive bands associated with the nonbonding states
induced by N doping, injected carriers are primarily accommodated in the nonbonding
⇡ states under the finite external electric field. Furthermore, for the N-doped graphene
with the pyrrolic and pyridinic structures, the dangling bond states are also located near
the Fermi level. Thus, these states also contribute to carrier injection. For the N-doped
graphene with the graphitic structure, the injected carriers have the nonbonding ⇡ elec-
tron nature as the states that cross the Fermi level for both electron and hole doping
[Fig. 5.5(a)]. For the N-doped graphene with the pyrrolic and pyridinic structures, the
electrons and holes are accommodated in the nonbonding ⇡ electron states around the N
atoms and the dangling bond states near the Fermi level [Figs. 5.5(b)-5.5(d)]. Because
of the upward and downward shifts of the dangling bond states upon electron and hole
injections, respectively, these states symmetrically contribute to the carrier injection
in N-doped graphene with dangling bond states. Furthermore, the distribution of the
accumulated carriers corroborates the physical mechanism that N-doped graphene with
the pyrrolic and pyridinic structures does not exhibit the ridged band nature owing to
the energy shift of the dangling bond states depending on the carrier concentration.
Figure 5.6 shows the contour plots of electrostatic potential upon the electron and hole
injections in N-doped graphene. Because of carrier concentration around the N atom
and its adjacent C atoms, the electrostatic potential is spatially modulated within the
graphene layer. For the electron doping, the potential near the N atomic site is higher
than that near the C atomic site owing to the electron accumulation. On the other hand,
the potential around the N atomic site is lower than that around the C atomic site for
the hole doping, owing to the electron depression. Since the distribution of accumulated
carriers is approximately symmetric for electron and hole doping, the electrostatic po-
tential also exhibits a symmetric feature upon carrier doping. The spatially modulated
electrostatic potential implies that carrier injection can control the chemical reactivity
of molecules around N atomic sites: molecular adsorptions to N-doped graphene may
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Figure 5.5: Isosurfaces of accumulated carrier in N-doped graphene with (a) graphitic,
(b) pyrrolic, (c) pyridinic1, and (d) pyridinic3 structures. In each figure, the left and
right panels show the isosurfaces under 0.7e and 0.7h doping, respectively. The yellow
and blue surfaces denote the regions of electron accumulation and depression, respec-
tively.
strongly depend on the molecular orientation and carrier concentration, so that the se-
lective adsorption of molecules controls the catalytic reactivity of N-doped graphene in
a FET structure.
5.4 Summary
We have studied the electronic structure of N-doped graphene under an external electric
field to investigate the possibilities of electron-filling control and the Fermi level tuning
of N-doped graphene by the field. Our calculations showed that the electronic states near
the Fermi level depend on the carrier concentration injected by the external electric field.
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Figure 5.6: Contour plots of the electrostatic potential upon electron and hole in-
jections in N-doped graphene with (a) graphitic, (b) pyrrolic, (c) pyridinic1, and (d)
pyridinic3 structures. In each figure, the left and right panels show the contour plots
under 0.7e and 0.7h doping, respectively. The vertical dotted lines denote the graphene
layer. The counter electrode is located at the top of each panel. Red and blue denote
the area corresponding to the high and low electrostatic potentials, respectively. Note
that the steep potential variation at the top of each figure corresponds to the electrode
region.
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The electronic states associated with the dangling bond shift upward and downward with
increasing number of electrons and holes, respectively. In contrast, electronic states
associated with nonbonding ⇡ states almost retain their energy upon carrier injection.
We also demonstrated that the Fermi level monotonically shifts upward and downward
upon electron and hole injection, respectively. The results indicate that the band filling
of the nonbonding ⇡ states of N-doped graphene is controllable by adjusting the external
electric field. The upward shift of dangling bond states following the Fermi level shift
is ascribed to the large Coulomb’s repulsive interaction by the injected electron in the
states.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis, we studied the energetics, geometrics, and electronic properties of graphene
derivatives forming hybrid structures with foreign materials under the external electric
field, using DFT with ESM method. In particular, we focus on these hybrids in the FET
structures in terms of the field-e↵ect carrier injection to provide a fundamental insight
into the microscopic mechanism of carrier accumulation in graphene based devices.
In Chapter 3, we studied electronic and geometric properties of graphene physisorbing
Al4 and Al3 nanoparticles, as representative metal impurities in graphene FET, under
an external electric field. Carrier accumulation induced by the gate electric field strongly
depends on the nanoparticle position relative to the electrode. When Al nanoparticle is
sandwiched between graphene and the electrode, carriers are mainly injected into the Al
nanoparticle, preventing carrier injection into graphene. Accordingly, the Dirac point
is insensitive to the carrier concentration. In contrast, when the Al nanoparticles are
located on the opposite side to the electrode, the carriers are injected into graphene,
leading to the Dirac point shift. Furthermore, the stable positions of Al nanoparti-
cles depend on their arrangements to the electrode and on carrier species. When Al
nanoparticles are sandwiched between graphene and the electrode, the Al nanoparticles
are desorbed from graphene under the high carrier concentration. On the other hand,
for the case of the Al nanoparticles adsorbed on the opposite side to the electrode, the
optimum spacing monotonically decrease with increasing negative gate voltage, which
injects hole, indicating that the binding properties depends on the carrier species and
concentrations.
Chapter 4 expressed the energetics, geometries, and electronic properties of graphene
adsorbing CO and CO2 molecules under the external electric field. We demonstrated
that the binding energy and stable conformations of adsorbed CO and CO2 are sensitive
to the carrier concentration. Carrier injection decreases the optimum spacing between
molecules and graphene, indicating the fact that the injected carrier enhances the molec-
ular binding on graphene because of the Coulomb’s interaction between injected carriers
in graphene and the induced dipole on the molecules by the external electric field. We
further found that the molecular orientation on graphene changes from the lying to
standing arrangement by applying the electric field. Thus, the results suggest that the
electric field controls the molecular orientation of CO and CO2 on graphene.
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In Chapter 5, we investigated the electronic structure of a N-doped graphene under an
external electric field. It is well known that the N-doped graphene possesses various
electronic structure depending on the N arrangements in graphene network. The elec-
tronic states near the Fermi level are sensitive or insensitive to the carrier injection by
the external electric field, depending on their characters. The electron states associated
with the dangling bonds shift upward and downward upon electron and hole injections,
respectively, because of their localized nature, leading to the large Coulomb’s interaction.
In contrast, the electron states associated with the nonbonding ⇡ states almost retain
their eigenvalue upon carrier injection by the external electric field. These facts indicate
that the band-filling of the nonbonding ⇡ states of N-doped graphene is controllable by
adjusting the external electric field.
Appendix A
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
Theorem 1: Existence theorem
The external potential Vext(r) is a unique functional of the ground state electron
density ⇢0(r).
Proof of the theorem 1
Assume that a di↵erent potential V
0
ext with the ground state wave function  
0
0 derives
the same density ⇢0. Clearly,  
0
0 is not identical to  0 that is the ground state wave
function under Vext unless V
0
ext = Vext + const. The ground state wave function  0 and
 
0
0 derive the energy eigenvalues of the states E0 and E
0
0 for the Hamiltonian Hˆ and
Hˆ
0
, respectively. Since  
0
0 is not an eigenstate of Hˆ together with the minimal property
of the ground state energy E0, an expectation value of Hˆ with respect to  
0
0 should be
higher than E0,
E0 < h 00 | Hˆ |  
0
0i = h 
0
0 | Hˆ
0 |  00i+ h 
0
0 | Hˆ   Hˆ
0 |  00i
= E
0
0 +
Z
dr⇢0(r)
⇥
Vext(r)  V 0ext(r)
⇤
. (A.1)
Similarly, we can construct an inequality with respect to Hˆ
0
with the energy E
0
0.
E
0
0 < h 0 | Hˆ
0 |  0i = h 0 | Hˆ |  0i+ h 0 | Hˆ 0   Hˆ |  0i
= E0  
Z
dr⇢0(r)
⇥
Vext(r)  V 0ext(r)
⇤
(A.2)
where the strict inequality is established when the ground state is non-degenerate. Ad-
dition of Eq. (A.1) and Eq. (A.2) yields a contradictory inequality: E0+E
0
0 < E0+E
0
0,
leading to a conclusion that the ⇢0 associated with the ground state corresponds with
an external potential Vext.
Theorem 2: Variational principle
The exact ground state density ⇢0(r) minimizes the ground state energy E0[⇢0(r)].
Proof of the theorem 2
Following the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, the ground state electron density ⇢0 uniquely
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determines the external potential Vext for the Hamiltonian Hˆ with the ground state wave
function  0. Thus, the ground state energy E0 given by Eq. (2.2) is written as
E0 = h 0 | Hˆ |  0i. (A.3)
The di↵erent electron density ⇢
0
corresponding to  
0
leads to
E0 = h 0 | Hˆ |  0i < h 0 | Hˆ |  0i ⌘ E0 . (A.4)
Thus, the ground state energy can be obtained by minimizing the total energy with
respect to the ⇢.
Levy’s Constrained Search Formulation
According to the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, a ground state electron density ⇢0 can
be generated from a Hamiltonian with an external potential Vext. Levy and Lieb pro-
posed the constrained search formulation to expand it [117–119]. We first redefine the
universal part of the Hohenberg-Kohn energy functional Eq. (2.2):
F [⇢] ⌘ min
 !⇢
h
h ⇢ | Tˆ + Vˆee |  ⇢i
i
(A.5)
where a constrained minimization is conducted over all many-body wave functions  ⇢
with the same density ⇢. The functional F [⇢] is obtained for any electron density ⇢ de-
rived from the N-particle antisymmetric wave functions under following conditions [120]
⇢(r)   0 (A.6)Z
dr⇢(r) = N (A.7)Z
dr | r⇢(r)1/2 |2<1. (A.8)
Using the F [⇢] with the external potential Vext, the ground state energy E0 is obtained
by minimizing the sum of them with respect to the electron densities.
E0 = min⇢
⇢
F [⇢] +
Z
dr⇢(r)Vext(r)
 
(A.9)
Note that the two step minimization procedure by Levy and Lieb covers degenerate
ground states. Therefore the Levy’s constrained search can determine the ground state
energy with its electron density of any electronic system.
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